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BiDi.css bug in RTL language

Status

 Open

Subject

BiDi.css bug in RTL language

Version

12.x Regression

Category

• Patch

Feature

i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)

Resolution status

New

Submitted by

AshkanV

Lastmod by

AshkanV

Rating

★★★★★ (0)

Description

Hello

In Tiki12 when I change the language from English to Farsi this make the site to use the translation and then when I select the Multilingual check box the direction of the site change from LTR to RTL and almost everything is in correct position.

In Tiki12.2 the first step is good but when i select the Multilingual check box the left side module comes to right side but it does not make the center part of the page to stay at center and they overlap with eachother.

Correct RTL layout:

Buggy RTL layout:

I trace the problem and found that when the Multilingual check box is selected the BiDi.css is used and the difference in Tiki12 and Tiki12.2 BiDi.css that makes the buggy layout is the lack of these lines in Tiki12.2:

1. col1.marginleft {
   margin-left: 0px !important;
1. c1c2 #wrapper #col1.marginright {
    margin-left: 200px;
    margin-right: 0;}

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
99

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
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